
IQUITOS



Reception at the airport, brief orientation on the way to the city while transferring to the Explorama pier. Travel 
80 kilometers down the Amazon River to Explorama Lodge. 
Lunch at the lodge. 
Afternoon hike on the "Trocha de la Laguna" (Lagoon Trail). In flood season, this excursion will be done by boat. 
Night walk or boat excursion to listen to the sounds of the jungle and observe the stars.
Dinner and night at the lodge.

DAY 01 

LIMA - IQUITOS - EXPLORAMA LODGE 

EXPLORAMA LODGE   4 DAYS/ 3 NIGHTS 



Early morning bird watching excursion.
Breakfast at the lodge.
Hike to the "Bushmaster Trail", where scientists from the Missouri Botanical Gardens 
have found the highest biodiversity. 
Visit to the native Yagua people.
Lunch included. 
Afternoon boat excursion in search of sloths and pink and gray dolphins.
Dinner and night at the lodge.

DAY 02 

EXPLORAMA LODGE 



Early morning departure by boat to the mouth of the Napo River until arriving at Explor 
Napo Lodge. Breakfast.
Excursion to the hanging bridge that is more than 500 meters long between the top of the 
trees and the highest platform located 35 meters above the ground. 
Lunch included.
Hike to the Ethno-Botanical Garden "ReNuPeRu" where you can appreciate more than 
240 species of cultivated Amazonian medicinal plants.
Return to Explorama Lodge.
Dinner and night at the lodge.

DAY 03

EXPLORAMA - HANGING BRIDGE - EXPLORAMA 



Breakfast at the lodge.
Walk to visit a house of the "ribereños" and the handmade "trapiche".
Return to Iquitos and transfer to the airport.

DAY 04 

EXPLORAMA - IQUITOS - LIMA 

END OF SERVICES 

Transfers airport/ lodge/ airport.

03 nights lodging at Explorama Lodge. 

03 breakfasts. 

03 lunches.

03 dinners.

Guided tours and excursions. 

INCLUDED SERVICES



We have more than 15 years of experience in 
organizing trips through Peru and South America.
 
We have a team of experts who have been there 
and done it. We can say that we never recommend 
something that we have not experienced.

info@ruta.travel+51 995575776ruta.travel


